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Welcome to the spring edition
Welcome to the spring edition of Genie, our quarterly newsletter.
Now that Chancellor of the Exchequer, Phil Hammond, has delivered the Spring Budget,
we move into a new era of less frequent change to the tax system as the government
plans to deliver a single major fiscal event each year, as announced during the 2016
Autumn Statement. A second Budget will be published In November 2017 and this will
become an annual event at this time of year in the future.
In this edition, we cover a variety of accounting and business topics including a look
at how small company accounts will look under the new financial regime, as well as
tax-efficient tips for owner managed businesses. Find out about the most significant
development in data protection law and the key steps that businesses should take now
as this new legislation shortly comes into force.
by Colin Burns

We hope that our readers are enjoying a positive start to 2017. If you would like further
information on any of the matters covered in this newsletter, please get in touch with
your usual Gerald Edelman contact.
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On 31 January 2017, HMRC issued
their latest responses together with
draft legislation relating to certain areas
of Making Tax Digital (“MTD”). Not
surprisingly, there are still many gaps and
questions that remain and, of course, the
final regulations are still awaited. Indeed,
there are still many unresolved areas. It is
clear that MTD will have a material impact
on all self-assessment taxpayers!
Initially, MTD was to officially start on 6
April 2018, with HMRC proposing that
a trading business’ MTD quarterly cycle
update will begin on the first day after
the end of their accounting period that
follows 5 April 2018. This means that if an
individual has a trading business with a
year-end of say, 31 August 2018, then the
relevant date of the first quarterly digital
update period will be 1 September 2018.
The first quarter would cover the months
of September, October and November
2018, with the information required to be
updated within one month of the end of
the quarter i.e. 31 December 2018.

Following the March 2017 Spring
Budget, the Government announced
that it will allow 3.1 million small
businesses and landlords and their
agents an extra year to prepare
before they are required to keep
digital records and send quarterly
updates to HMRC. Businesses
that have an annual turnover below
the VAT registration threshold will
not be required to start keeping
digital records and providing
quarterly updates until April 2019,
although they can choose to do so
voluntarily prior to this date. The
VAT registration threshold will be
increased from £83,000 to £85,000
with effect from 1 April 2017.
Businesses with an annual turnover
of less than £10,000 per annum will
be exempt from the MTD regime.
Businesses, self-employed people
and landlords with an annual
turnover exceeding £85,000 will still
be required to adopt MTD from 6
April 2018.

With regard to other taxes, the
government intends to incorporate
VAT into MTD in April 2019 and
Corporation Tax in April 2020.

Details required in the
quarterly digital update
It appears that:
• The quarterly digital submission
only requires details of trading
income less expenses for a trader,
or rental income less expenses for
a landlord.
• The taxpayer may voluntarily
make tax adjustments and add
backs (non-deductible items) …
etc relating to their trading profit
figure, within the quarterly return,
although this is not necessary.
• General investment income and
capital gains will not have to be
included in the quarterly return.
The consultation response issued
on 31 January 2017 states that
“businesses eligible for 3-line
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Making Tax Digital (cont...)
accounts will now be able to submit
a quarterly update with only 3 lines of
data (income, expenses and profit)”.
Therefore, businesses with turnover
below £85,000 will be able to opt to file
a 3-line summary. Larger businesses
will need to provide more detailed profit
and loss figures. HMRC have provided
a list of the likely income and expense
categories.

The year-end activity report
HMRC considers that any end of year
activity should be a standalone process,
separate from the provision of regular
updates.

by David
Convisser

The impact of
MTD on both
clients and
advisers is likely
to be massive and
onerous.

It would appear that taxpayers will
have to submit an annual Tax Return
relating to trading income (or rental
income) preceded by four quarterly
returns for trading income or rental
income as appropriate. The end of year
activity report is aimed at producing the
adjusted taxable trading profit figure
for the trading business. Accordingly,
in the report, a final set of accounts
will appear, with all the accruals and
provisions adjustments. Then a
detailed trading tax computation will be
reported, including add backs of nondeductible items, capital allowances
claims, losses…etc.
The end of year activity report will
produce the adjusted taxable trading
profit figure. It appears that a trader’s
pure investment income and capital
gains will not go on this report.
HMRC have stated that there will be a
declaration to sign on this new annual
‘year-end activity report’. The year-end
activity report smacks of an annual Tax
Return, but based on an accounting
year end as opposed to 6th April to 5th
April.

Investment income/
capital gains
If the investment income consists of
rental income for a landlord, then it will
be included in the landlord’s quarterly
returns. Other investment income
such as a trader’s or a landlord’s
bank interest may find its way into the
quarterly reporting. If not, then it would
need to be included in the end of year
fiscal notification, reported to HMRC
through the digital tax account, for the
appropriate fiscal year.
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Submission date of the
year end activity report

adjustments made on the end of year
activity report.

The regulations (when issued) will
impose an obligation on businesses
(including sole traders and landlords)
to provide an end of year activity report
for a relevant period, in order to finalise
their taxable business profit or losses.
The statement will need to be provided
using compatible software by the earlier
of:

Simplified cash basis
for landlords

• 10 months after the end of the period
to which the end of year activity
report relates, or, if earlier;
• The 31st January following the fiscal
year in which the relevant period
ends.

Unincorporated landlords
Landlords with rental income above
certain limits, will have to digitally submit
a quarterly income and expenditure
account. HMRC have indicated that
their quarterly digital statement will
probably include the following:
Rental income and other income from
property, less property expenses, i.e.

The Government has decided to include
a maximum rental income threshold of
£150,000 per property business.
Accordingly, the majority of landlords in
the UK are expected to benefit from the
administrative savings of using the cash
basis.

Payment of tax
• Voluntary pay as you go!
It appears that taxpayers will be
invited to make voluntary payments of
tax throughout the year.
• Will due dates for payment
of tax alter?
This is yet to be confirmed but many
accountants still think that, at the end
of the day, clients will eventually be
expected to make quarterly payments
on account of their tax liabilities,
based on the current year rather than
the previous fiscal year. We will have
to wait and see!

• Rates, insurance, ground rents…etc.

Conclusion

• Property repairs and maintenance.

The impact of MTD on both clients
and advisers is likely to be massive
and onerous. Clearly, based on the
limited information released to date
by HMRC, it is advisable that the
quarterly procedure is undertaken in
a robust fashion in order to minimise
the likelihood of any enquiries. In this
regard it is probable that, in future,
HMRC will review the end of year
activity report as compared to the
quarterly updates.

• Loan interest for residential properties
and other related financial costs.
• Legal, management, and other
professional fees.
• Cost of services provided, including
wages.
• Other allowable property expenses.

Resultant net property
profit for the quarter
If a landlord has rental income of under
£85,000, it appears that they will only
have to report 3-line quarterly digital tax
account entries each quarter, namely
rental income less rental expenses
and the net rental profit for the relevant
quarter.
Landlords will have their buy-to-let loan
interest restricted in the future, only
giving basic rate tax relief. The interest
will be disallowed and a tax reducer at
the basic rate given instead. It remains
to be seen whether the full gross
buy-to-let interest should be reported
each quarter and the appropriate tax

As indicated above there are still many
unresolved issues and unanswered
questions and we will, of course,
provide additional updates to clients as
soon as the information is forthcoming
which will hopefully provide the
appropriate clarification of the various
outstanding issues. We will also host a
series of seminars on Making Tax Digital
to keep our clients up to date with these
matters.

Boosting your
entitlement
to the state
retirement pension
The new State Pension has been
introduced for individuals who reach
State Pension age after 6 April 2016.
The key features are as follows:
• At least 10 qualifying years on an
individual’s National Insurance record
are usually required to receive any
State Pension.
• The full new State Pension
entitlement is £155.65 per week and
35 qualifying years will be required to
get the full amount.
• A proportion of the new State
Pension will be payable if you have
between 10 and 35 qualifying years.
The new State Pension is based on an
individual’s National Insurance record
upon reaching State Pension age (this
age is calculated based on gender and
date of birth). This record is made up
from National Insurance contributions
paid and/or credited to the individual in
each tax year:
• The employed build up their
contribution record via the payment
of Class 1 National Insurance
contributions.
• The self-employed currently pay
Class 2 contributions.

Voluntary National
Insurance contributions
Individuals might be able to pay
voluntary National Insurance
contributions if they do not have (or will
not have by the time that State Pension
age is reached) sufficient qualifying
years for the full State Pension and
the class of contributions that can be
paid will depend upon the individual’s
specific circumstances. Each additional
qualifying year on an individual’s
National Insurance record after 5 April
2016 will add approximately £4.45 a
week to their State Pension.
A State Pension statement can be
requested via the following link and
will show any gaps in an individual’s
National Insurance record.

www.gov.uk/government/
publications/application-for-astate-pension-statement
Individuals can usually only pay for
gaps in their National Insurance
record from the past 6 years. Class
3 contributions are the main class of
voluntary contributions, but certain
people may have the option to pay a
Class 3A contribution, or to pay Class 2
contributions voluntarily.

Class 3 contributions
Class 3 contributions can be paid by
individuals aged 16 and over who satisfy
certain conditions of residence and
presence in the UK. Voluntary Class 3
National Insurance contributions are
currently £14.10 per week, therefore it is
advisable to obtain a pension forecast
to check whether paying voluntary
Class 3 contributions is worthwhile.
As each additional qualifying year will
add approximately £4.45 a week to an
individual’s State Pension, it is likely that
they will break-even within four years of
receiving the State Pension (depending
on the individual’s tax position and
assuming that they do not already have
35 qualifying years).
Individuals currently living abroad
but having previously lived in the UK
may be able to pay voluntary Class 3
contributions. In you are in this situation,
please get in touch with me or your
usual contact at Gerald Edelman so
that we can review your particular
circumstances.

Class 3A contributions
Until 5 April 2017, individuals who have
some entitlement to a State Pension
and have reached their State Pension
age before 6 April 2016 will have the
opportunity to pay voluntary Class 3A
National Insurance contributions to
purchase additional State Pension.
The amount of Class 3A contributions
depends on the age of the individual
and the maximum amount by which the

State Pension can be increased
is £25 per week.

Class 2 contributions
Class 2 contributions are payable by the
self-employed whose earnings are more
than the small profits threshold (£5,965
for 2016/2017). Individuals who have
earnings of less than £5,965 from selfemployment can choose to voluntarily
pay Class 2 contributions to preserve
their contributions record.
Class 2 contributions are currently
£2.80 per week, which is considerably
cheaper than Class 3 contributions.
The opportunity to voluntarily pay Class
2 contributions comes to an end on 5
April 2018, when Class 2 contributions
will be abolished. At this point, the
role of providing pension and benefit
entitlement for the self-employed will be
transferred to Class 4 contributions.

Spouses
Under the new State Pension rules, a
spouse reaching State Pension age
after 6 April 2016 can no longer use
their partner’s contribution record
to boost or claim State Pension.
Instead they must rely on their own
contributions record.

by Jenny Debbage

Once you receive
the statement
please send a
copy to me or your
contact partner
and we will check
whether it would
be worthwhile
paying voluntary
contributions
to boost your
State Pension
entitlement.

Our recommendation
We would recommend that you follow
the link above to request a State
Pension statement. The statement will
show how many qualifying years of
National Insurance contributions you
have. Once you receive the statement
please send a copy to me or your
contact partner and we will check
whether it would be worthwhile paying
voluntary contributions to boost your
State Pension entitlement and if so, we
can determine which class of voluntary
contributions you are eligible to pay. It
is especially important to check your
record if you are getting close to State
Pension age to enable appropriate
action to be taken if necessary.
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Latest news
from Companies
House
Companies House has recently
provided the following updates on
various aspects of their service and
recent and proposed legislative
changes.

Companies House Service
by Barbara Hughes

Companies House
plans to become
100% digital,
with the filing of
all Companies
House forms being
available online.

The Companies House Service,
previously known as the Beta service,
provides free access to check details of
companies and / or officers online.
At www.beta.companieshouse.
gov.uk anyone can access and
download free copies of most
documents filed at Companies House
in recent years.
Companies House continues to expand
the services available through this
website, which now include.
• Company name checker (to
determine whether potential new
company names are available)
• Previous and dissolved company
names search.

A ‘follow me’ service, which will offer
the facility to be alerted by email of
filings for a particular company, will be
implemented later this year.
With additional functionality due to
be added to the Companies House
Service, the Companies House
Webcheck and Companies House
Direct websites will ultimately be
closed down.

Electronic filing and
communication

statutorynotices) electronically although there is no stated timeframe
for this as yet.
A new Streamlined Company
Registration Service is due to be
launched this year. This service will
allow for the online incorporation
of a company and registration for
Corporation Tax, PAYE and VAT
through Companies House.

Corporate directors

Companies House plans to transition
from paper-based filing and
communication to become 100%
digital, with the filing of all Companies
House forms being available online.
Testing of online filing of the DS01
(striking off application) form is currently
taking place. LLP Dormant Company
Accounts, overseas company forms,
LP forms and RP04 re-filings will follow.
Companies House is also looking to
develop the ability to communicate
routine correspondence (including
authentication codes and

Legislation which sought to restrict
the use of corporate directors has
been indefinitely delayed. Further
consultations on the subject are likely
to be issued.

Good standing certificates
Certified certificates issued by
Companies House (sometimes
required by clients trading overseas)
can no longer confirm a company’s
shareholders or statement of capital.
This is because of the introduction of
the CS01 Confirmation Statement in
place of the old Annual Return.

Time for tee?
Fancy playing a round at a top golf course?
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We are pleased to launch the Gerald Edelman Golf Society
and invite friends of the firm to join us for a sociable and
enjoyable round of golf, with the opportunity to network with
other professionals and business owners. Our initial outing is

at Brocket Hall on Friday 31st March with further dates to be
announced shortly.
If you would like to find out more or may be interested in
joining us, please get in touch with Julian Goldie at jgoldie@
geraldedelman.com or on 020 8492 5604.

EU General
Data Protection
Regulation:
overkill or
overdue?

With EU data protection reforms
agreed at last what do you need
to know?
The General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) is the most significant
development in data protection law for
20 years. Whilst seeking to establish a
level playing field for businesses within
the EU, there is no doubt that the extraterritorial nature of the GDPR, coupled
with the on-going debate over Privacy
Shield and transfers of personal data to
the USA and other non-EU countries,
will maintain the EU as the gold-plated
standard for data protection.

When will the new rules
be in force?
The GPDR is due to come into force on
25 May 2018 in the UK, despite Brexit.

What are the key points?
• The GDPR will apply not only to
organisations located within the EU
but also to organisations located
outside the EU if they offer goods or
services to, or monitor the behaviour
of, EU citizens.

online services; member states may
legislate for a lower age of consent
but this will not be below the age
of 13.
• The GDPR will make it easier for
controllers to rely on ‘legitimate
interests’ as a lawful ground to
process personal data where
there is a relevant and appropriate
connection between the controller
and the data subject.
• There will be increased requirements
as to what information must be
provided to individuals before
processing their data (i.e. via a
privacy notice). Such notices must
be in plain language, prominent and
appropriate for the data subject,
particularly where the individual
is a child.
• Individuals will have enhanced data
subject rights including the right to
be forgotten (right of erasure), rights
to understand profiling by controllers
and processors, rights of rectification
and the right of portability.

• The GDPR will apply to both
controllers and processors.
Controllers are those that make
decisions regarding personal data,
and processors are third party
vendors that process personal data
for controllers.

• Data processing agreements
between controllers and processors
will be required to contain extensive
mandatory data protection clauses;
for example the controller’s right to
audit its processors, and obligations
on processors to assist with subject
access requests and data breaches.

• Personal data will not only include
names, addresses and images but
also special categories of personal
data including children’s data,
biometric and genetic data. Personal
data includes manual data as well as
digital information.

• Codes of Conduct and Certifications
will be developed to assist controllers
and processors to demonstrate their
compliance with the GDPR and also
as a means to legitimise international
data transfers.

• Consent must be clear and
distinguishable from other matters
and provided in an intelligible and
easily accessible form, using clear
and plain language. It must be as
easy to withdraw consent, as it is to
give it.

• Multinationals will benefit from a onestop shop, where the data protection
authority in the member state
where the controller or processor
has their main establishment will
be the lead authority in relation to
data processing undertaken by that
controller or processor.

• Parental consent will be required
to process the personal data of
children under the age of 16 for

monitoring of individuals on a large
scale or of special categories /
criminal-related data will be required
to appoint a Data Protection Officer.
The Data Protection Officer will need
to be an expert and have sufficient
resources to perform a compliance
and governance role.
• Organisations will be required to
maintain a record of all their data
processing activities, which must be
made available for inspection in the
event of an investigation.
• Data breaches which may pose a risk
to individuals must be notified to the
DPA within 72 hours and to affected
individuals without undue delay.
• Fines of up to 4 per cent of annual
worldwide turnover of the preceding
annual year or EUR 20m may be
imposed for major non-compliance.

by Robert Bond
Partner, Bristows
LLP, Solicitors

The GPDR is due
to come into force
on 25 May 2018
in the UK, despite
Brexit.

What steps should
businesses take now?
• Businesses need to assess their
exposure to GDPR by carrying out a
data mapping exercise to understand
the extent of their “data estate”.
• They need to revisit their privacy
policy, their consent notices
and other internal policies and
procedures.
• They need to decide if they need a
Data Protection Officer.
• They need to develop a Data
Protection Impact Assessment.
• They need to put in place procedures
to manage the use of processors.
• They should look into suitable cyber
security insurance.
• They should review their international
data transfer solutions.
• They must implement and update
policies and procedures and training
to staff.

• Organisations whose core activities
consist of processing operations
which require regular and systematic
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What companies and LLPs need
to know about preparing year end
accounts – latest updates
After each financial year, companies and limited liability
partnerships (LLPs) must prepare a full set of annual accounts, also
known as ‘statutory accounts’ to be filed with Companies House.
by Engin Zeika

Recently, there
have been
a number of
changes in
the thresholds
and filing
requirements.

Recently, there have been a number of changes in the thresholds
and filing requirements applicable to the statutory accounts of
companies and LLPs for periods commencing on or after 1
January 2016 (i.e. year ended 31 December 2016 and onwards),
which are explained below. References below to companies in this
article also applies to LLPs.

1. Small company limits
A small company now needs to satisfy two out the following three
thresholds for two consecutive years:
Turnover

£10.2m

Gross assets (fixed + current assets) £5.1m
Employees

50

A small company is eligible for audit exemption and can prepare
reduced disclosure FRS 102 1A accounts.

2. Financial Reporting Standard for
Smaller Entities (FRSSE)
The FRSSE is no longer available. Accounting periods
commencing 31 December 2015 was the last time the FRSSE
could be applied.

This is a new option available to small companies. Abridged
accounts are not the same as abbreviated accounts; they apply
FRS 102 (or 1A) and are the accounts given to members, but they
contain reduced information. The P&L account starts at ‘gross
profit’ and therefore turnover is not disclosed. In addition, various
headings in the balance sheet are combined to simplify it and
certain notes are removed.
In order to produce abridged accounts, a company must obtain
each year written approval from all members. In addition, the
accounts must include a statement that all members have agreed
to the preparation of the abridged accounts.
If a small parent company chooses to produce group accounts,
those group accounts cannot be abridged.

7. Small groups which includes a plc
Small groups have for some time been exempt from producing
consolidated accounts. However, until now, if a small size group
included a plc it was ineligible from this exemption and had to
produce group accounts.
The definition of an ineligible group has now changed; if the plc
is not listed and the group is otherwise ‘small’, then it can take
advantage of the exemption from producing group accounts.

3. Financial Reporting Standard 102 (FRS 102

If however, a small group wishes to continue to produce
consolidated accounts, it may do so.

Since the FRSSE is no longer available, small companies must now
apply FRS 102, and may take advantage of reduced disclosure
requirements set out in section 1A of FS 102. If the company is
very small, then the option to file micro-entity accounts is available.
Read more on this below.

Previously, small limited companies within a group including
a plc were ineligible from taking advantage of small company
exemptions; this has now changed and they may do so. The plc
however, irrespective of size, will still not be able to take advantage
of small company exemptions for its own accounts.

4. Abbreviated accounts

8. Micro-entities

The option to file abbreviated accounts has now been abolished.
The accounts now filed at Companies House must be the same
accounts produced for members however, the option to file
‘filleted’ accounts is available.

In order to be eligible to produce micro-entity accounts, a small
company needs to satisfy two out the following three thresholds for
two consecutive years:
Turnover

£632k

5. ‘Filleted’ accounts

Gross assets (fixed + current assets)

£316k

A small company has for some time now been able to remove the
directors report and/or P&L account (and P&L related notes) from
the accounts filed at Companies House (s444 Companies Act
2006). This is not the same as producing abbreviated accounts
and the option to remove those pages remains.

Employees
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A small company may produce for its members either full FRS
102 accounts, FRS 102 1A, abridged or micro-entity accounts,
however, in all these cases, it may file ‘filleted’ accounts, by simply
removing the directors report and/or the P&L account (and notes
for the P&L).
The name ‘filleted’ accounts is not a statutory term, but is generally
used to refer to where those pages have been removed from the
set of accounts given to the members.
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6. Abridged accounts

If filleted accounts are filed having removed the P&L account, then
a statement must be included on the balance sheet that this has
been done.

The benefit of micro-entity accounts is their simplicity. It doesn’t
apply FRS 102; the accounts are at historical cost (no revaluations
are allowed); there is no requirement for a directors’ report; the
accounts include a simplified P&L and simplified balance sheet
with a couple of footnotes and there are no notes to the accounts.
These are the accounts given to the members; the P&L account
may also be ‘filleted’ leaving just the balance sheet to be filed at
Companies House (i.e. a one-page set of accounts!).
FRS 105 sets out the reporting requirements for micro-entities.
If you are in any doubt about what action you should take, please
seek advice from your contact or audit partner.

Top tax tips

for owner managed
companies
Running your own business can bring both challenges and rewards.
With frequently changing legislation, it is important to stay up to date
with the most tax efficient mechanisms for managing your finances.
Here are some top tips to help limit your tax liabilities:

1. Trivial benefits in kind
Since 6 April 2016, trivial benefits where the cost to the employer is
not more than £50 have been exempt from income tax and NICs.
The benefit must not be in cash or a cash voucher and must not
be in recognition of a particular service. These trivial benefits in kind
may cover, for example, a Christmas hamper, tickets to the theatre,
tickets to a football match, a tie, a tennis lesson, flowers…etc.
Where the employer is a close company (controlled by five or fewer
people) and the benefit is provided to a director, the total value of
benefits that can be exempt are capped at a total cost of £300 in the
fiscal year. Members of the director’s family who are also directors of
the same close company each have their own annual cap of £300.
Every director and employee can have six of these trivial benefits in
kind per year without having any tax to pay.

2. Paying interest on director’s loan accounts
Since 6 April 2016, each individual is allowed to earn an amount of
interest before paying tax. This is the personal savings allowance.
For a basic rate taxpayer this is £1000, for a higher rate tax payer
this is £500 but no allowance is given to an additional rate taxpayer.
Where a director has a credit balance on their loan account, interest
should be charged to the company. This will be a deduction in the
company’s profit and loss account which will save corporation tax
and as long as the amount of interest charged is below the exempt
amount for the recipient, there will be no income tax. A reasonable
commercial interest rate should be charged. As a guide, the
statutory late payment interest is 8% plus the Bank of England base
rate and this does not seem unreasonable.

3. Passing shares to family members
Although this has always been a popular tax planning point, with the
increase in the dividend tax rate and the fact that since 6 April 2016
each individual has a tax free dividend allowance of £5000 per fiscal
year it would make sense to take advantage of this.
A spouse who does not work outside of the family company can
take a salary within the personal allowance and national insurance
thresholds without a tax liability and then a dividend of £5000
without any tax payable.
A child over the age of 18 can also benefit from this and the tax free
funds can help support the child, for instance, through university.
Transfers of shares to minors (under the age of 18) are ineffective for
tax purposes as the parent transferring the shares is taxed on the
income of the child to whom the shares are gifted.

4. VAT and the flat rate scheme
for small businesses
The flat rate scheme for small businesses was brought in to simplify
VAT accounting. The scheme can be used if total supplies are not
more than £150,000 (excluding VAT) in the last 12 months. Once the
scheme is up and running, the inclusive annual turnover increases
to £230,000. The scheme allows a trader to pay an agreed flat rate
percentage on their turnover.
The Chancellor is of the opinion that too many traders are benefiting
from paying less VAT on this scheme and from 1 April 2017 has
increased the flat rate percentage to be paid by traders if they are
deemed to be a “limited cost trader”.
A “limited cost trader” is one where their VAT inclusive expenditure
on goods is either less than 2% of their VAT inclusive turnover or

if greater than this figure but less than £1000 per annum. Many
traders in this situation will see their VAT bills increase.
A potential way around this is just to increase the VAT inclusive
expenditure of your business which can be done by including a
second stream of income such as buying other VATable goods or
assets to sell – a painting for instance.

5. Business sponsorship of family members
In a recent tax case, it was held that the company’s sponsorship
of a family member was an allowable trading deduction as it was
adequately demonstrated that the sponsorship payments made
were commercial and benefited the trade. The family member
not only had the company’s logo displayed but also attended
promotional events and carried out marketing activities. This could
apply to any family member with an outside talent where the costs
could be borne by the company and the company secure some
form of advertising or marketing that benefits the trade.

6. IR 35 and the company
IR 35 applies to those companies where HMRC deem that the
company is merely an intermediary between the “employer”
and “employee” and seek to charge PAYE on the earnings. The
defence against such an attack by HMRC is to show that the
entity engaging the company has minimal control over the work
and that there is no mutual obligation of work, i.e. the company
can turn work down. It is important to demonstrate that the
limited company has the ability to send a substitute for the “usual”
worker. It is also helpful to have a contract in place confirming the
above understanding. Commentators have pointed out that, in
the HMRC publications, no mention is made of partnerships and
therefore if any company is concerned with an attack under IR 35,
trading through a partnership should be considered.

by Julian Goldie

Where a director
has a credit
balance on their
loan account,
interest should
be charged to the
company.

7. Recovery of input VAT in cars
VAT principles dictate that VAT is not deductible where there is
an intention at the time of purchase for a car to be available for
non-business purposes. Therefore, any cars that will be used for
private use, or even if not used, are available for private use will be
blocked in respect of recovery of input VAT.
In one recent tax case, it was decided in favour of the taxpayer
that the car was solely for business use as it was only insured for
business purposes and the intention was never to use the car
privately. In this tax case the individual had a second car which
they used for private purposes. It is also interesting to note that
home was considered as the office and both cars were parked at
the home/office.
In a second tax case won by the taxpayer it was shown, through
detailed paperwork, that private use of the car was not allowed.
There was even a provision in the employment contract that the
provision of the car was for business purposes only.
These cases demonstrate the power of detailed paperwork. On
a car with a purchase price of £40,000 this results in a saving of
nearly £7000 of VAT.
For more information, please get in touch with either myself or
usual Gerald Edelman contact.
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Buy-to-let
taxation:
should I
incorporate?
by Colin Burns

…from April
2017 individual
landlords will
begin to pay
tax on their
rental profits
from residential
properties.

Following on from our ‘Tax Attack on
Landlords’ article in our Winter 2016
edition which received a huge response
from our landlord clients, we decided
to focus in this edition on whether
incorporation is the panacea for solving
the forthcoming increased tax costs for
those who have significant mortgages.
To recap, from April 2017 individual
landlords (as opposed to companies)
will begin to pay tax on their rental
profits from residential properties
excluding finance costs, instead of tax
on the profit less finance costs which
the current system allows.
They will then be given a tax reducer
with basic rate income tax relief for the
finance costs, although this reducer in
itself comes with complexities. This,
along with changes to stamp duty land
tax, have led many landlords to consider
incorporation as a way to ensure their
buy-to-let businesses remain viable.

Tax relief
Taxation of property income for
individuals is changing from 2017.
Measures announced in the 2015
Budget will remove the right to claim
relief on mortgage interest payments,
loans to buy furnishings and fees
incurred when taking out or repaying
mortgages or loans.

8

Under the current system, landlords
pay tax on rental profits, including a
deduction for finance costs, at their
highest rate of income tax; however,
the new rules will see tax on the rental

profits excluding finance costs and a tax
reducer applied. The reducer will be at a
flat rate of 20% and will be calculated on
the lower of:
• individuals’ interest and other
relevant finance costs;
• profits of the property letting
business; or
• individuals’ ‘adjusted total income’
(i.e. their total income minus any
savings and dividend income
and after deducting the personal
allowance).
Depending on other income involved
this may have significant effects for
some, with rental profits potentially
becoming cash negative after tax.

Other impacts of the change include
pushing taxpayers into the higher or
additional rates of taxation and the
potential loss of an individual’s personal
allowance as they are taxed on a higher
level of rental income. There may
also be an impact on tax credits and
the change has the potential to bring
taxpayers to a level of income where
they will have a ‘High Income Child
Benefit Charge’.
Although the drop in relief will be
phased in between 2017 and 2020,
those looking to buy secondary
properties must plan ahead and fully
consider their own personal situations to
get the best out of buying a secondary
property.

By way of example to illustrate the
difference, in 2016-17 a higher rate
taxpayer with buy-to-let earnings of
£50,000 a year and an interest only
mortgage costing £40,000 will be
taxed on profits of £10,000. At 40%
the tax will be £4,000, leaving net of tax
proceeds of £6,000 for the taxpayer.

Incorporating

By 2020, the same higher-rate taxpayer
will be taxed on the full £50,000 rental
income, minus a tax reducer equivalent
to the basic income tax rate. So, in this
scenario, tax will be paid at 40% on
the £50,000 (£20,000), minus the 20%
tax reducer in respect of the mortgage
interest of £40,000 (£8,000). The result
in this case is that out of the pre-tax
rental profit of £10,000, £12,000 is taxed
and the taxpayer has an economic loss
of £2,000.

In the first instance, buying a buy-to-let
property through a company is a similar
process to buying it as an individual,
with many purchasers already utilising a
special purchase vehicle as their holding
structure.

These changes raise a legitimate
question over whether it would be more
tax efficient to own rental property
through a company, rather than as an
individual. But there are some potential
risks of which landlords and would-be
landlords should be aware.

In light of the pending changes to tax
relief, the main benefit of this approach
is that investors will be subject to the
less burdensome corporation tax
system which will see rates fall to

17% by 2020, according to current
government proposals. The removal
of the higher rate relief on mortgage
interest will also not apply to landlords
who hold properties in a company
structure and therefore full interest relief
will be gained.
With this in mind, incorporating may
appear to be a tax-efficient option for
landlords. Particularly so for current
higher and additional-rate tax payers,
or those who may be pushed into the
higher rate once the new rules are
implemented and combined rental
and other income (pension, wages…
etc.) pushes them over the £43,000
threshold.
However, it is critical that incorporation
is considered carefully, and all available
options are assessed.
Although the corporation rates of
taxation are lower than the income rates
for individuals, there will be further tax
to pay on dividends if the individual
needs to extract the money from the
company. There are also increased
administration costs in preparing
statutory accounts and a corporation
Tax Return for the company. Depending
on the level of rental income received, a
buyer looking to purchase a secondary
property through a company may incur
more in fees and tax than they would as
an individual.

Furthermore, using a company to
purchase a property could result in a
double tax charge, with corporation
tax payable on capital gains by the
company as well as either income tax or
capital gains tax (CGT) being due on the
extraction of cash following the sale of
the property.
If an individual already owns a property
and wants to transfer that to a company,
they will also need to consider tax on
the transfer. CGT may apply on the
transfer and whilst there is incorporation
relief, this may be difficult to obtain as
this is for businesses so there is an
element of active management of the
property that is required. Depending on
the previous use of the property and
any proposed future use, there could be
a loss of the valuable principal private
residence and letting reliefs.
Additionally, stamp duty land tax (SDLT)
should be considered. Even if cash
does not pass hands, consideration
will be given to the market value of the
shares issued by the company. There
are reliefs; for multiple dwellings if six
or more properties are transferred
and a possible connected persons
partnership exemption, but these may
be difficult for most buy-to-let landlords
to achieve.

(ATED). This is an annual charge on
residential properties held within a
company. A higher rate of SDLT also
applies on the purchase of residential
property by a company and a higher
rate of Corporation Tax on disposal.
Assuming that the property is let to
a third party on a market rent, there
is relief from these costs however,
these can be a real cost if not, or if the
tenancy or required family use of the
property changes in the future.
Therefore, incorporating already held
property, or a new property can be
an expensive exercise. Rather than
incorporating, an individual may seek
alternatives; while a rental increase is
unlikely to be attractive, a refinance
may be possible or restructure of
loans against commercial property for
example.

Taxation of
property income
for individuals is
changing from
2017.

One can also consider either the
transfer of an interest in a property to a
spouse or civil partner, or a purchase of
a property with a spouse or civil partner,
potentially utilising lower tax rates as
well as an additional capital gains tax
annual exemption when the property is
sold. Beneficial ownership can be varied
from an equal split, but if this is done it
is vital that an irrevocable declaration is
written and registered with HMRC.

A final consideration on incorporation is
the annual tax on enveloped dwellings

Lifetime ISA (LISA)
The Chancellor’s big announcement in
his March 2016 Budget was the new
lifetime ISA (LISA).

maximum cost of £450,000) or keep the
funds in the LISA until the age of 60
is reached.

will receive an extra 25% bonus from
the government! A good incentive
to save!

This is a brand new tax efficient ISA,
which can be opened by those aged
between 18 and 40, from 6th April 2017.

The funds in the LISA are allowed to be
used towards a deposit on a first home
at any time from 12 months after the
opening of the LISA. Alternatively, they
can be withdrawn once the LISA holder
reaches the age of 60, completely free
of tax. The LISA will commence from
6th April 2017.

Individuals can withdraw the money
at any time before turning 60, but the
government bonus (and any interest or
growth on this) will be lost. A 5% charge
will also be payable.

The LISA’s best feature is its 25%
government bonus. Individuals can
invest up to a maximum of £4,000 a
year and receive a 25% bonus from
the government, of up to £1,000 each
year. However, the LISA’s funds must
be used to acquire a first home (with a

by Howard Wallis

Any savings that an individual invests
into a LISA, before their 50th birthday,
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Property
Development
Tax

The new
legislation can
potentially
apply where
any taxpayer
undertakes
development of
UK land.

HMRC publish their
guidance on property
development tax and new
Transactions in
Land legislation

On 13 December 2016, HMRC
published their guidance in relation
to property development tax and the
new transactions in land legislation that
was introduced in Finance Act 2016.
The new legislation can potentially
apply where any taxpayer undertakes
development of UK land. In particular,
these rules extend the scope of UK
taxation in relation to profits arising from
the trade of dealing in or developing
UK land to tax the profits, regardless of
whether the taxpayer is UK resident or
has created a Permanent Establishment
in the UK.
The legislation to which this guidance
applies was effective from 5th July
2016.
Two of the most important clarifications
that are outlined in the guidance are
how these rules will be applied to
investment transactions and how
debt from a related party will be
considered for the purposes of the antifragmentation rules.

Investments –
Are they caught?
The new Property Development tax
applies where a person realises a profit
or gain from a disposal of any land in
10

the United Kingdom and any of the
following conditions are met:
1. The main purpose, or one of the
main purposes, of acquiring the land
was to realise a profit or gain from
disposing of the land.
2. The main purpose, or one of the main
purposes, of acquiring any property
deriving its value from the land was to
realise a profit or gain from disposing
of the land.
3. The land was held as trading stock.
4. In the case where the land has been
developed, the main purpose, or one
of the main purposes, of developing
the land was to realise a profit or
gain from disposal of the land when
developed.
Where the above conditions are met,
the profit/gain realised is treated as
income and subject to either income
tax or corporation tax, depending on
the taxpayer’s identity.
There were concerns, particularly with
the first condition, that these rules
would catch property investment
transactions where an investor was
looking for capital appreciation as well
as a rental yield. Within the guidance,

HMRC have clarified that the legislation
is only intended to be applied to
activities which when looked at “in the
round” amount to a (i) trade in land or (ii)
a trade of developing land and ensuring
that these are taxed as trading profits.
The rules should “not alter the treatment
or re-characterise investment activities,
except where they are part of such a
wider trading activity. In particular, they
do not apply to transactions such as
buying or repairing a property for the
purpose of earning rental income, or as
an investment to generate rental income
and enjoy capital appreciation”.
HMRC have made it clear that the
facts of each case will determine
whether or not one of the main
purposes was to make a trading profit
from development or disposal. It will
therefore be important for our clients
who have an investment intention at
the time of acquisition that they retain
appropriate contemporaneous evidence
(such as business plans, board minutes)
supporting this intention as too often,
external factors mean that original
intentions subsequently change.

Anti-Fragmentation
This part of the new legislation is
principally aimed at preventing offshore

by Colin Burns

property developers carving up the
property development trade in such a
way that only minimal profit (and the
resultant tax liability) is retained within
the entity that is actually undertaking
the UK property development.
Under these provisions, where a related
party (‘R’) makes a contribution to the
property development activity, then
in calculating the profits realised by
the property developer (‘C’) from the
disposal of the property, the profit
is taken to be what the profit or gain
would be if R were not a distinct person
from C (and as if everything done by
or in relation to R had been done by
or in relation to C). In effect, the profit
from the property development trade is
consolidated in the property developer.
These rules do not however, bite
where the profits of R are recognised
as income for UK tax purposes, i.e.
no double tax charge should arise on
any income. In addition, depending on
where R is located, it may be possible to
claim unilateral relief under the relevant
double tax treaty.
Contribution for these purposes has
been defined as “the provision of
professional or other services, or a
financial contribution (including the

assumption of a risk)”. The legislation
therefore provides that interest
from an offshore related party to a
property developer in the UK would
not be deductible against the property
development profit. HMRC have
indicated in the guidance (BIM60611)
that these rules will apply where there
is an intra group loan which result in
the lender being entitled to a proportion
of the profit or gain from the project
(e.g. via a profit participating loan) or
where the terms of the loan mean
that the lender is bearing a portion of
the risk of the project. However, the
rules should not be applied where the
intra-group lending is commensurate
with third party senior debt funding
based on the terms and interest rates
applied or to mezzanine debt where
there is no participation in the profits of
the development and no risk premium
element.
The guidance also makes it clear that
where intra-group debt can be traced
back through to an independent third
party (e.g. where the debt is taken
out by a holding company and then
dropped down to a subsidiary) then the
rules will not apply provided that the
lending has been in whole or in part on
materially the same terms.

Overall, the guidance is welcomed as it
contains a number of worked examples
on the potential application of the new
legislation and adds further detail on
how HMRC will seek to interpret it.
The explanations above will clarify the
application of the new rules on “financial
contributions” for property investors and
developers who use connected party
debt.

Summary
These provisions will put to an end
the avoidance of tax on UK property
developments by foreign based entities.
Given the falling rate of Corporation Tax
in the UK (now 19%) and scheduled to
drop to 17% on 1st April 2020, there
seems considerable merit in simply
trading or developing through a simple
UK corporate. Bearing in mind there is
no withholding tax on dividends paid
by UK companies, this appears a good
solution for foreign based speculators.
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CYBER
INSURANCE
it’s here to stay!

Have you ever left your laptop, phone or confidential
documents in the pub or on the train after a few too
many drinks after work? What about clicking on a link
that you shouldn’t have done? Or maybe sent an email
to the wrong person, or replied to ‘all’ when it wasn’t
appropriate ?
If you haven’t, then give yourself a pat on the back. If,
like me, you are guilty of one (or all) of the above, then
it should come as no surprise that the common factor
in almost all data breaches is human error.
Social engineering and phishing campaigns have
come a long way in the sophistication stakes since the
days of being promised riches by an overseas royal
family should you kindly fund their long lost son in his
quest to be released from unlawful imprisonment.
Hackers are increasingly using all of the data
that is readily available in the public domain to
target employees within firms. There is a wealth of
information for them to choose from – LinkedIn, the
company website, news articles - as well as other
social media outlets. Their methods are creative and
intelligent, and many people (including CEOs) have
fallen foul of them. The hackers often take their time
and build trust before sending malware that could be
their way of getting into your system.
So what can you do as a responsible business to try
to mitigate this?
Firms spend huge amounts of money building firewalls
and other means of protection against hackers.
However, if the hackers are determined and they can’t
get in via that route then they will try another angle –
which is usually trying to engage with people.
An educated and aware staff is the best defence
against security breaches. Creating a culture of
security within the business is key.
Having selected staff across all functions of the
business to be data ambassadors so that it isn’t
just the IT department who are responsible for data
security will help with this. Training and awareness
must be continuous to be effective.
Another question – do you know where your
information security policy is stored? If you do and
you’ve read it, then you’ll be in the minority. Statistics

by Eloise Ellis Cert CII
Business Development Executive
Lark (Group) Limited

show that 90% of all employees don’t even know
where their information security policy is stored.
The average length of a security policy is 10 – 15
pages. Companies are now starting to question
whether people are really going to engage with such
lengthy policies, and subsequently are reducing them
to 2 – 3 pages. Interestingly, it is increasingly common
for them to be written by someone within the company
who works in either marketing or sales, so that they
are more enjoyable to read.
It has to be workable – can employees really be
expected to remember a 16-digit security code? If
it’s too complicated, then the inevitable will happen –
people writing things down, which defeats the object.
Making the policy more positive, such as stating
‘do this’ rather than ‘don’t do this’, will encourage
engagement and create a culture of openness and
trust as opposed to employees being too scared to
confess if they think they have made a mistake, which
can only make things worse.
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60% of hacks are through insider threats. That is either
new staff, existing staff or staff who have left.
When people leave your firm or change departments/
roles, do you cut off their access and change their
permissions?
However, data security isn’t just about IT - it extends
way beyond that. Simple things such as enforcing
clean desk policies can go a long way to helping keep
client data secure.
Also, consider things such as who does your
shredding? Have you performed due diligence on
them? The same goes for your cleaning firm.
Clearly, there is no magic solution. Whilst you can buy
cyber insurance to transfer some of your exposures,
training your staff is just as important as building
a secure system when it comes to protecting your
clients and their data.
To learn more or to discuss things further, please feel
free to get in touch.
eloise.ellis@larkinsurance.co.uk
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This newsletter is for
guidance only and
professional advice should
be obtained before acting on
any information it contains.
Gerald Edelman accepts no
responsibility for loss suﬀered
by any person as a result of
action taken or not taken as a
result of the contents of
this publication.
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